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Introduction: 

Context: 
The ELMET project tries to contribute to the development of innovative and updated c-VET 

opportunities by developing a set of resources, in the form of a complete TOOLKIT that enable 

c-VET trainers and experts to design and use the educative Escape Games (including digital 

escape rooms) as new active learning methodology to develop the key abilities and 

competences requested from the Changing Working environments. 

 

Partner Organisations: 
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Objectives of The Escape Game: 
The objective of this escape room scenario is to give the opportunity to the participants to 

understand the concept of Job Hunting and to be able to recognize the main elements that 

make a good catch for a job application. The participants in this ER will work on their soft 

skills. Ultimately, the ER aims:  

• to develop communicational skills, such as active listening and negotiation;  

• critical thinking, such as adaptability, creativity, critical observation, resourcefulness 

and problem-solving;  

• leadership, such as decision making, dispute resolution, managing and mentoring;  

• work ethic, such as dependability, multitasking and organization; and  

• teamwork, such as collaboration, dealing with difficult situations, diversity awareness, 

networking, selling skills and social skills. 

When using the Escape Room for the development of soft skills, the trainers will be able to 

work with their students around the following areas of knowledge: 

• Intercultural working environments; 

• Active listening and successful communication; 

• The importance of critical thinking; and 

• Proactivity and problem-solving as key skills in current working settings. 

 It should not be forgotten that the objectives of an escape game are above all fun. 

However, this tool can also be used as an educational lever. In this case, the escape 

game can help to awaken curiosity and interest around a subject, here the one 

of social entrepreneurship. Therefore, a debriefing time with the players is essential 

to discuss the content and the pedagogy of the escape game. 

 

 

Group Size:  
2-5 participants 

Targeted Audience: 
Employed and unemployed people, especially low qualified, long term unemployed, migrants, 

etc. and active professionals that want to improve their skills and competences to new working 

environments 
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STEP 1: The Concept of the Escape Room 

Scenario: 
 You run a successful company in the field of Graphic Designing. You have nearly 40 

people currently under your company’s employment. However, your company is suffering 

some loses, caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Your company is called “Dare to Design”. 

Next week, you have a big project to start and this new project is your way out of the mess 

that the pandemic has pushed company into. For the last 3 weeks your company had an 

opening for a new position where applicants could send resumes and CVs. Below, you can 

find the job description that your HR manager uploaded on media 3 weeks ago: 

About the Job: 

At “Dare to Design”, we are looking for an experienced, extremely creative and 

talented Graphic Designer to join our expanding and diverse marketing team, to 

meet the demanding online and offline creative and design needs of our company. 

Job Responsibilities: 

• Create visual concepts for online and offline channels to captivate our 

target audience while staying on-brand. 

• Ability to translate organizational goals into graphic concepts 

• Produce any marketing material needed, including product sheets, 

stationery, website illustrations, social media banners, expo booths etc. 

• Ensure the quality of visuals in any print or digital format. 

Skills & Qualifications: 

• Degree in Graphic Design or relevant field 

• 3+ years of proven experience in design  

• Strong creative portfolio (illustrations or other graphics) 

• Experience in ReactJS 

• Experience with JavaScript 

• Excellent Greek and English-speaking skills. 

• Attention to detail and deadline-oriented 

Location: 

“Dare to Design” is flexible in terms of the position of the Designer. The successful 

candidate can be based in our offices in Cyprus or work remotely from any country 

within Europe. 

However, you HR manager got very sick last night so she had to stay home today and 

for the rest of the week. During last week, your HR manager has received many applications 

for the position of the graphic designer, but she did not finally decide who is going to make 

it into the next phase of the interviews. The applicants are so many and their application 

forms are all over the office, but only 5 of them will be called into the next phase. The 

important project is not only going to ensure the employment opportunity for 1 person, but 

it will also make sure the rest of the staff in your company can keep their jobs for the next 5 

years. So, it’s crucial that the 5 candidates are contacted by the end of the game, or else 

everyone’s future in the company is at stake. 
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Gameplay:  
As a group, you have to impersonate the CEO of “Dare to Design” and intrude into your HR 

manager’s office and figure out who is the 5 most suitable people to get the golden ticket to 

the next phase of the interviews. You must act fast and hurry, because the recruiting team 

that you asked to join in the interviews will be at the office in a week, and you need to find 

the CVs of the 5 most suitable applicants who must be contacted in 45 minutes. 

STEP 2: Preparing the material: 

The Room Layout 

  

Set Design: 
The story takes place in our time, in the “Dare to Design” Headquarters, in HR manager’s 

office.  

• There must be a desk and all the kind of material and items that can be found in an 

office.  

• A hanger with a coat on it near the desk or just left on the chair behind the desk.  

• On the desk there is a laptop with a 4-digit PIN. A folder with many documents, among 

them there are 6 printed CVs from applicants. 

• On the desk, there is a magazine about designing (red herring) and a locked box with 

a 4-digit lock. 

• Under the desk, there is a locked drawer with a 3-digit lock (if the drawer cannot be 

locked, place a locked box inside it). 

• On the wall behind/next to the desk there is a child’s photo playing with his dad. 

The idea is to have participants entering the office where the HR manager has left everywhere 

in the room CV’s and resumes; both in physical and digital form. It needs to be tidy with nice 

accessories all over but also office stationery, pens, pencils, etc. Feel free to add whatever 

would fit in an office in relation with the company. 
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On the desk, there must be a laptop (locked) that the participants can access, as well as a 

locked phone. 

Do not hesitate to add elements to the space to enrich the experience: addition of chairs, dust 

bin, armchairs, paints, magazine trays, paper clip, pens, stapler...  

 

Installation and Reset: 
A preparation time (approx. 20 minutes) and reset time (approx. 10 minutes) is necessary at 

the beginning and end of the game to install and then store all the equipment. 

The room organization and clue distribution plan can help the game master in the carrying 

out of these steps.  

Check the restart list. 

 To avoid any unpleasant surprises, it is recommended to always recount the 

material at the end of each session and to check the status of the session. It is possible 

that players may have written in the notebook, on certain game media or that they have 

kept clues in their pockets. 

 

 

How to Set Up the Room / Tasks in order: 

1st Task: 
Photo1.1 ↓ 

• This photo 

(Photo1.1) is hanging on 

the wall (or it is in a 

frame on the desk). 

Behind the photo, it is 

written the date [April 

5th, 2014]  

• The participants will 

have to see behind the 

photo to see the date. 

• This has to lead the 

players to the 4-digit 

laptop pin, which is 

4514 (4 for the month, 

5 for the day, 14 for the 

year). 
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2nd Task: 
When the participants access the laptop, they will find on the desktop a folder named 

“Applicants”, and a screenshot of an email (Email 2.1): 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

← Email2.1 

 

In the folder “Applicants”, the participants will find two screenshots of two different LinkedIn 

profiles. (LinkedIn2.2 & LinkedIn2.3). The participants will immediately understand that these 

two profiles were chosen by Gemma, the HR Manager for the interviews. 

 

      

LinkedIn2.2 ↑    &    LinkedIn2.3 ↑ 
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[Items “Email2.1”, “LinkedIn2.2” & “LinkedIn2.3” are all placed in the Google Drive folder, in 

the subfolder “Laptop Archives” and they must be loaded in the laptop as stated above.] 

 

3rd Task:  
In one of the pockets of the coat that is hanging on the hanger close to the desk, there is a 

handwritten note that says “Connections Matter” (Note 3.1). 

Note 3.1 ↓ 

Connections Matter 

Once the players have figured out that these two are the 2 shortlisted participants (out of the 

total of 5 shortlisted participants), they will have to connect the answer with the handwritten 

note (Note 3.1). The two shortlisted Applicants have 17 and 15 connections respectively. The 

number 175 is the 4-digit PIN code of the phone found next to the laptop. 

 

By unlocking the phone, the participants will find a message thread: 

 

Dear Gemma, 

 

My cousin, Gerald Collins, is a Graphic 

Designer and he has recently graduated 

from the University. He is very talented 

and – as a person that works at “Dare 

to Design” – I believe he is the perfect 

fit for the available position. I would be 

grateful if you could give him a chance 

and inviting him to an interview! 

 

Thank you very much! 

 

Best Regards, 

Daniel Michaels 

 

   

Dear Daniel, 

 

I have reviewed Gerald’s CV and I think 

it will be nice to call him for an 

interview, indeed. Thank you for 

recommending Gerald to us! I keep his 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1A8UucHtU0w0rCpWh24K94SzLl_Ytvxs1?usp=sharing
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CV locked in my office’s drawer. Please 

let him know about this! And that he 

can call me at 96003020 🔑 

 

Kind Regards, 

Gemma Thomson 

  

Message3.2↑ 

 

These messages reveal to the participants the 3rd person who will be interviewed. It will also 

push the participants to open it the locked drawer.  

[Message3.2 can be found as a PNG file on Google Drive and it has to be loaded on the 

smartphone in an obvious place for the participants to see it easily when they unlock the 

phone] 

 

4th Task: 
The last task will reveal to the participants the 2 last Applicants who will make it to the 

interviews. Depending on the SMS thread of Task 3, the 3 digits that unlock the drawer are 

963 (Gemma’s phone number 96003000).  

Inside the drawer there must be Gerald’s CV (CV4.1) on the top, and many other CVs below. 

Among those CVs, there are two CVs (CV4.2 & CV 4.3) that will be the last two shortlisted 

applicants. The rest are to be discarded (Resume 4.4 – Resume 4.7) 

[The documents CV4.1, CV4.2, CV4.3, Resume 4.4, Resume 4.5, Resume 4.6 & Resume 4.7 

that must be in the locked drawer are all located in the Google Drive Folder.] 

 

ENDING:  
With all the clues collected and the riddles solved, participants should be able to identify who 

are the 5 applicants who will be contacted for interview. Indeed, their profiles match the skills 

required for the job. Unfortunately, the HR manager is sick, but thankfully and thanks to the 

participants’ skills, the 5 interviewees will be contacted soon! The participants need to inform 

the Game Master about their choice and the game finished there. 

 

The Necessary Material: 
 

Material to be Printed: 
Check the Google Drive folder with all the elements that need to be printed. 

In this folder you must find the following documents: 

• Photo1.1 

• Note3.1 

• CV4.1 

• CV4.2 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1A8UucHtU0w0rCpWh24K94SzLl_Ytvxs1?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1A8UucHtU0w0rCpWh24K94SzLl_Ytvxs1?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1A8UucHtU0w0rCpWh24K94SzLl_Ytvxs1?usp=sharing
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• CV4.3 

• Resume 4.4 

• Resume 4.5 

• Resume 4.6 

• Resume 4.7 

(The order is the order the items appear during the game) 

 

Material you will have to add: 
• A desk/table 

• Laptop (locked: PIN 4514) 

• Smartphone (locked: PIN 1715) 

• A hanger with a coat on it 

• One drawer  

• A frame with Photo 1.1. 

• One locked wooden box (inside the drawer) 

• 3-digit lock (PIN: 963) 

• Post-its 

• A trash bin 

• Pens & everything else that an office need. 

 

  
• We recommend providing two printed versions of all the game supports. 

• We recommend to use a desk, a laptop, a smartphone, a hanger with a coat on it and 

a drawer that you already have. No need to buy new ones just for the game. 

• All clues have been designed to be printed in colour. 

• The dimensions of the supports are also important. Above all, print well in A4, by 

choosing the parameter "Actual size" and NOT "Adjust". Some clues may need to be 

cut, folded... 

• The documents can possibly be laminated to guarantee their lifespan between escape 

game sessions. However, the rendering will be less realistic. 

• Attention, when you install the game zone: make sure you remember the location of 

every clue! This will allow you to follow the progress of the participants during their 

game and give them the right clues. 

• It can be entertaining for players to get confused about certain objects and think that 

they are clues. Nevertheless, it is advisable to remove books with bookmarks that 

sticks out to prevent them from disturbing them (annotations, bookmarks, etc.). If 

this is too constraining, the game master can also alert the players as the game 

progresses and as they should not touch. Be aware that repeated interruptions may 

compromise the immersion of the players. 

• Players should not have to move heavy loads, it is possible to use light pieces of 

furniture, trolleys, pouffes, small chairs, fabric… 
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Restart List: 
• Place the Photo1.1 back in the frame on the wall/desk. 

• Close all the windows in the laptop. 

• Lock the laptop again. 

• Put Note3.1 back in one of the coats pockets. 

• Make sure Message3.2 is loaded on the smartphone. 

• Lock the smartphone again and put it next to the laptop. 

• Place CV4.2, CV4.3, Resume 4.4, Resume 4.5, Resume 4.6 & Resume 4.7 in the drawer 

(or box) and lock them in there. 

• Throw away anything that the previous team has used to write on and make sure the 

room looks like the illustration in “The Room Layout”.  
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STEP 3: Playing the Game: 

The Game Master 
 

His/her missions:  

• Prepare all the game media, set up the room and then put it back in place;  

• Welcome the players and immerse them in the atmosphere of their mission before the 

game;  

• Follow the game in order to help them, give them clues or advice;  

• Once the mission is over, the game master is here to debrief with the players by going 

back over the highlights of the mission. 

 TIPS 

In the game space, we advise that the game master remains a little bit away from the 

group in order to leave the necessary space for the players to evolve independently and 

perhaps be less tempted to ask for clues or judge the reactions of the game master. 

 

 

Introduction to the Game: 
 

Before starting the game and as a game master you have to introduce yourself and explain 

your role. The game master is here in case participants need some help or are lost in the 

game. 

Explain the scenario if they still have some questions and explain about the timer: 

1. Ask participants if they have already played an escape game and if not, explain them 

the purpose and mechanisms of escape games. 

2. Give the following instructions:  

• Stay within the defined playing area on the floor, unless one of the clues invites 

you to leave. In this case, only the youngest player may leave. 

• There is no need to use physical force, only mental force. And no clue is hidden 

high up, so there is no need to climb furniture. 

• Each clue is used only once. 

• Remember to explain to the other players what you are doing and listen to each 

other.  

• Don't hesitate to divide up the tasks. 

• And finally, don't forget to keep cool and have fun! 

 TIPS 
It is always better to give the instructions and success tips outside of the playing area, 

ideally in a quiet corner where players can sit down to listen carefully to the game master. 
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Hints: 
 

1. Gemma loves one quote she once wrote: “Secrets never appear on the surface. They 

are always behind/beneath of what we see.” 

2. Which month number is April? 

3. “I remember Gemma relying on other people’s recommendations.” 

4. Gemma hates zeros. 

Beginning of the Game 
 

Make sure the instructions are clear for all the participants and when they confirm, drive them 

to the room and set the timer. The game should be 45 minutes: 

► 45 min 

 

 

The Course of the Game 
Here are some examples of how to inform the participants that they have completed/not 

completed the Escape Room on time: 

 Congrats! 

Congratulations, you have shown good team spirit! By collecting all the 

documents and finding all the clues you have been able to find who will be contacted to an 

interview. Thank you so much for your extremely precious help, we were very close to a 

losing precious time and make sure the rest of the staff in your company can keep their 

jobs for the next 5 years! You can be proud of you. 

 

 

 Unfortunately, you did not manage to complete your mission on time... Dare to 

Design will be unprepared for the interviews once the recruiting team will arrive in a few 

days. Gemma is unable to help you and you failed to find the clues and contact the 5 

successful applicants… You were quite very close to the end! All you had to do was... 
 

 

At this stage of the game, if the players wish, the game master can go back to the puzzles 

that were not solved and explain them the process that needed to be followed. 
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Debriefing Questions:  
1. Do you understand how Gemma decided on contacting those 5 people? 

2. What are the skills of an applicant that Gemma would appreciate? 

3. Have you heard about LinkedIn before the game? 

4. What new knowledge have you gained from the game? 

5. What is the situation in your home country with regard to job hunting? 

If needed, the following questions can also be asked: 
6. How did you find the overall experience of this escape room? 

7. What new insights did you gain during this game? 

8. Which puzzle did you find as the most challenging one?  

9. Linking each related clue was making sense to you? 

10. Overall, what would you outline as the main meaning from this educational game? 

11. Do you feel that you learned something more from it, about job hunting? 

12. Have you participated in a similar educational game, whether escape room or anything 

else? What do you think about this method of education? 

13. Is it interesting/efficient? Please elaborate more on that.  

14. What could you add in order to make it more interesting? 

Participants and Game-master can go through the documents and leaflets found to discuss 

the definitions and go deeper into details.  

 

Participants’ Feedback? 
 


